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INTRODUCTION
Manatee use of artificial warm water discharges as winter refuges is
well documented (Moore 1951, 1956; Layne 1965; Hartman 1974, 1979; Campbell
and Powell 1976; Irvine and Campbell 1978; Rose McCutcheon 1980; Shane 1981;
Packard 1982; and Rathbun et ale 1983). The recent proliferation of
industrial warm water effluents has resulted in the expansion of the manatees
winter range up the east coast of Florida as far north as Jacksonville
(Rathbun et ale 1983). Although it has been speculated that a few manatees
spend the winter in industrial outfalls in Georgia and along the
Florida-Georgia border, no known winter aggregations exist north of those
occurring in Jacksonville, Florida (Rathbun et ale 1983, Kinnaird 1983).
The St. Johns River originates in east-central Florida and flows north
approximately 400 kilometers, emptying into the Atlantic northeast of
Jacksonville. Manatees frequently occur in the northern (i.e. lower) reaches
of the St. Johns River throughout the warmer months (Moore 1951, Hartman
1974); however, manatees are sighted less frequently during the cooler months
(Hartman 1974). Most winter sightings in the northern St. Johns River occur
in the warm water effluents of two power generating stations and one
industrial plant (Hartman 1974, Valade unpubl. data).
Hartman (1974) suggests that the majority of manatees leave the St.
Johns Ri ver at the Qnsetof wi nter and mi grate south along the east CO~$t of.
Florida to warlT1e.rwilteX$~~.. Eberhardt (1982) speculated that those indtv tdue l
manatees thatwinfer 1n the Jacksonvi1l e area may be animals that travel ed
from coastal summering areas to the north and south. Data collected by
Bengtson (1981) suggest that the winter population of manatees at Blue
Spring, a natural, warm water refuge approximately 170 km downstream may be
largely independent of animals wintering in the Jacksonville area.
Manatee winter aggregations at three sources of warm water discharge in
the Jacksonville area were briefly monitored in 1979 by Gicca (unpubl. data)
and in 1980 and 1981 by Valade (1980, unpubl. data). The frequency and
pattern of manatee use of these plants have not been documented for a
complete winter season and it is not known whether overwintering animals are
transient or resident individuals.
To provide a better basis for understanding manatee winter abundance and
habitat use patterns along the northern limit of the species' range, the
purposes of this study were to: a) document the degree and nature of manatee
use at two Jacksonville power plants, b) determine the influence of air and
water temperature on manatee use of the plants, c) identify and photograph
individual manatees observed in the outfalls, d) doc~ment site fidelity, and
e) document any local and/or long distance manatee movements.
STUDY AREA
The study area extends from the mouth of the St. Johns River to a point
approximately 55 kilometers upstream in St. Johns, Clay and Duval Counties,
Flori da (Fig. 1). The area is bel ieved to be the northern 1imit of the
manatees· winter range and includes at least five warm water refugia used
with varying degrees of frequency by manatees. The warm water effluents of
-------------------
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two Jacksonville Electric Authority generating stations were surveyed: the J.
Dillon Kennedy Generating Station and Southside Generating Station (Fig. 1).
A third warm water source from the Alton Packaging Corporation is located
immediately north of the Kennedy Generating Station. Manatees were monitored
here during previous winters, however during the winter of 1982/83 the
company would not grant permission to enter the grounds.
The J. Dillon Kennedy Generating Station (KGS) is located on the west
bank of the lower St. Johns River in the city of Jacksonville (Fig. 1). The
KGS is an oil-burning facility with three steam units. The average
generating capacity is 225 megawatts and the average daily discharge flow is
378,530 liters per minute (D. MacDonald, pers. comm.). The facility has two
separate warm water discharg.es: a main discharge partially enclosed by a
loading dock and bulkheads and a smaller discharge to the south that flows
directly into the river through a pipe one meter in diameter (Fig. 2).
The Southside Generating Station (SGS) is approximately four kilometers
south of Kennedy and is located on the south bank of the St. Johns River
(Fig. 1). This facility has five steam units with a 270 megawatt generating
capacity and an average daily discharge flow of 357,673 liters per minute (H.
Ponchard, pers. comm.). The warm water discharge is channelized by cement
bulkheads running in a north-south direction which empties into the river at
the northwest corner of the site (Fig. 3).
METHODS
Manatee Surveys
Sixty-two ground surveys of each power plant were conducted during the
study period from the bulkheads bordering the discharge area. Surveys were
conducted from 18 October 1982 to 14 April 1983. Initial surveys were made
on a weekly basis and were increased to three or more times weekly with the
onset of cold weather and increased numbers of manatees. Surveys were
conducted between 0800 and 1300 hours; the length of the survey varied from
one to two and one half hours at each site depending on the number of
manatees present. The data collected included manatee abundance, individual
identifications, air temperature and water temperature at discharge and river
locations.
Counts. Two methods were used to count manatees, depending on weather
conditions. Under adverse conditions (chop and/or glare on water), the
number of surfacings was counted during three five-minute intervals. The
number of surfacings in the discharge area per five-minute interval was
assumed to equal the number of manatees present. If conditions and
visibility were good, direct counts were made. Calves were counted
separately from adults and were defined as animals one-half or less the size
of an adult they closely accompany.
Individual identification. Individuals were identified using
morphological peculiarities, scar patterns caused by boat propellers and
barnacles, and other markings. Photographs and sketches of individuals
present in the outfalls facilitated re-identification. A sighting log for
each identified manatee was maintained. Individuals photographed and
identified during previous winters were included in the analysis.
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6Long distance movements. All photographs taken of identifiable
individuals were forwarded to the Sirenia Project, USFWS, Gainesville,
Florida, and added to their statewide manatee photo catalogue. Manatee
movements were documented by comparing photographs of individual manatees
taken at the Jacksonville power plants with photographs taken of individuals
at other sites along the east coast of Florida.
Air and Water Temperatures
Mean daily air temperatures (OC) were obtained from the National Weather
Service at the Jacksonville International Airport (Fig. 1).
Effluent temperatures at the Kennedy Generating Station were recorded
for both main and southern discharges (Fig. 2). Temperatures were not
recorded at the southern discharge until 6 February 1983. Thereafter,
recordings at this site were subject to tidal influxes that occasionally
rendered the site inaccessible. Temperatures were recorded at three sites
along the discharge canal at the Southside Generating Station (Fig. 3) and
average temperature values were calculated. Ambient river temperatures were
tRken at the water intake structures of both generating stations. The
Kendall's Tau test statisti~ (Siegel, 1956) was used to test tor correlations
between the number of manatees present in the outfalls and air and water
temperatures.
~..
RESULTS
A total of 224 manatee sightings were recorded for both plants; 135
(61%) from the Kennedy Generating Station and 88 (39%) from the Southside
Station. Twenty three (10%) of the total number of sightings were calves
(Appendix A, Table 2).
The number of daily manatee sightings ranged from zero to 11 at both
plants and varied throughout the season (Fig. 4). Manatee numbers at both
outfalls peaked early in the season (Oct.-Nov.). Manatee numbers varied at
both plants (0-10) during December and January and the number of sightings
began to decline towards the end of January. The Kennedy Generating Station
had a consistently higher number of sightings than did Southside and
experienced a second peak in sightings during the early spring (March-April).
Individual Identification and Resightings
A total of 44 individual manatees were identified, 20 of which were
verified by photographs and filed in the Sirenia Project manatee photo
catalogue. The remaining individuals were either 1) sketched and/or
photographed but were not entered into the catalogue because positive
identification could not be made or 2) had no scars and were unidentifiable
(Appendix B).
Two of the fourteen animals identified during previous winters were
re-sighted during this study. Thirty-two individuals (72%) were sighted onTy
once; the greatest number of sightings for anyone individual was 7 (Fig. 5).
Four individuals (JX16, J11, JX17 and JX18) were re-sighted within a period
7Figure 4. Number of manatees counted during surveys at Kennedy Generating
Station (solid line) and Southside Generating Station (broken line).
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9of 10 to 30 days, with only two of the individuals re-sighted during the
coldest part of the season. Four additional individuals (JX14, JX2, Jl13 and
JX4) were re-sighted within periods from 31 to 75 days in length; however, in
all four cases 31 to 62 days passed between sightings (Fig. 6).
The percentage of newly identified individuals for the 1982/83 winter
season alone peaked, as would be expected, during the early months of
observation, declined during December and January and rose again slightly
during February. The percentage of resightings rose during November and
peaked in January when the percentage of newly identified individuals was at
a low (Tab1e 1).
Movements
Local. Eight individuals were observed in both power plant discharges.
All eight animals made only one documented movement: six moved north from
Southside to Kennedy and two went south from Kennedy to Southside. Two
individuals observed in only one of the Jacksonville outfalls during the
winter of 1980/1981 returned during this study to an other discharge
location. A third individual identified in 1979/1980 returned and was
re-sighted in 1980/1981, having switched outfall locations. No round trip
circuits between the power plant sites could be verifi~d with the
photographs.
Long distance. Long distance movements both to and from the
Jacksonville power plants were documented for four individuals. Only one ~
animal was photographed within the same season and the remainder were not
photographed in consecutive seasons. Manatee BS01 was photographed in
January 1981 in the Alton Packaging Corp. discharge, one week after it had
been radio-tagged at Blue Spring Run. Animal (JX19), photographed in the
Kennedy Generating Station discharge in March 1980 and in the warm water
effluent of Alton Box Board in February 1981, was also photographed in the
Florida Power and Light Co. Pt. Everglades power plant discharge (550
kilometers south of the mouth of the St. Johns River) in February 1983. A
third animal was photographed in the Pt. Everglades outfall in December 1981,
and again in the Kennedy discharge in March 1983. Photographs of the fourth
animal (BC 191) were taken in the outfall of the Orlando Utilities Company,
Brevard Co. in January 1980 and in the Kennedy discharge in February 1983.
Influence of Air and Water Temperatures
Air temperatures ranged from a minimum of -3.8°C to a maximum of 28.3°C
and average daily temperatures ranged from 3.3°C to 23.0°C (Appendix A, Table
3). The number of manatees present in the Kennedy discharge increased
significantly with a decrease in the minimum, maximum and average daily air
temperatures, but the correlations were weak (Kendall's Tau = -0.23, -0.20
and -0.21 respectively, p < .05, N = 62). No significant correlations
existed between ambient air temperature and manatee numbers for either
Southside or both plants combined.
Ambient river temperatures ranged from 12.5°C at both sites in January
to 27.0°C and 29.0°C in October at Southside and Kennedy respectively.
Discharge temperatures at Southside were on the average higher than the main
Figure 6. Sighting dates of individually identified animals. Solid lines join sightings of individuals
within the winter of 1982/1983 and broken lines connect sightings of individuals between years.
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Table l , Monthly percentages of the 1982/1983 seasonal total of newly
identified individuals and resightings. Totals include both
catalogued and noncatalogued individuals identified for the
first time during the 1982/1983 winter season.
MONTH %NEWLY IDENTIFIED INDIVIDUALS (N) % RESIGHTINGS (N)
OCT 13 (4) 4 (1)
NOV 40 (12) 28 (7)
DEC 23 .( 7) 8 (2)
JAN 7 (2) 52 (13 )
FEB 10 (3) 4 (1)
MAR 7 (2) 4 (1)
APR 0 (0) 0 (0)
TOTAL 100 (30) 100 (25)
-<.•
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discharge at1Kennedy. However, the southern discharge at Kennedy had
consistently higher temperatures than the other two outfalJs. Differences in
temperature between the river and the discharges ranged from O.O°C to 11.5°C
at Southside and I.O°C to 19.5°C at Kennedy (Appendix A, Tables 4 and 5).
The number of manatees present at both power plant effluents did not vary
significantly with ambient river temperature (Kendall's Tau = 0.15, p > .1, N
= 60). The number of manatees counted at the Kennedy discharge increased
significantJ1 as the temperature differences between the river and the
discharge iQcreased but the relationship was weak (Kendall's Tau = 0.27, p =
.007, N = 58~. This relationship did not exist for either Southside or the
combined data base for both plants.
DISCUSSION
The nu~bers of manatees counted during the winter in the warm water
effluents~~f the Kennedy and Southside Generating Stations are much smaller
than those_~umbers reported for other warm water effluents further south (see
Rose and Mccttcheon 1980). The low numbers are due most likely to the use of
these sites'bY transient individuals: The extended periods of low water
temperature~characteristic of the northern reaches of the St. Johns River
during the winter most likely influence this transiency.
West in'dian manatees are warm water, tropical animals and are at the
northern edge of their range in Florida (Hartman 1974). Manatee intolerance
to cold has been documented in the lab (Irvine 1983), and die-offs of
free-ranging animals have been shown to coincide with periods of severely
co1d weather (O'Shea et al. in prep). Warm water effluents most likely
reauceWthe~probabilityof cold-weather die-offs, but in northern areas, such
as thegSt: 'Johns River at Jacksonville, artificial warm water sources may
produc'efinsufficient heat during severely cold Florida weather (Campbell and
Irvi ne 19'81..).
Mean'}iver water temperatures at Jacksonville average two to five
degrees centigrade lower than mean temperatures surrounding winter refugia
furtner s~th (see Packard and Mulholland 1983). Although differences
between mean river temperatures at Jacksonville and Brevard County and Blue
Spring are not great (2-3°C), the latter areas do not experience the extended
peri ods off low water temperatures as does Jacksonvi 11 e.
Durino previous, more severe Florida winters, no manatees were observed
at the Ja~sonville outfalls during the coldest part of the season (Valade,
1980). The warm water effluents of the Jacksonville power plants appeared to
provide efficient thermal buffers for manatees, during the mild winter of
1982/1983. The Kennedy outfall may have been used more frequently than
Southside'by manatees because of the greater overall thermal buffer created
-by the warm water effluent of the neighboring Alton Packaging Corporation.
:Manatee ~~mbers during the coldest part of the season may have been limited
because tHe animals must, at some point, leave the discharges and enter the
. 'river to:fi:ed. Manatees subjected to waters with such low temperatures for a
:,prolonged~eriod are faced with extremely high metabolic costs and
thermoregulatory demands (Irvine 1983) .
.- .....
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The weak and insignificant correlations between manatee counts and air
and water temperatures may be due to 1) the small daily pool of animals from
which different arrays of numbers can be drawn on days of varying
temperatures, 2) the variation of ambient river temperatures due to the
influence of discharge water or 3) manatees at the Jacksonville power plants
not responding to decreasing temperatures as they do at other warm water
discharges. We hypothesize that the latter case is likely. Packard and
Mulholland (1983) showed that decreasing air temperatures were significantly
correlated with manatee counts for a sample of seven power plants over a
six-year period. Intake temperatures were also shown to be predictive of
manatee counts at four of the seven plants. However, regression models were
more predictive for southern plant sites than northern ones.
Survey counts reported for this study period, show that, in contrast to
more southerly plant sites, the Jacksonville plants are utilized by manatees
primarily when air and water temperatures initially drop at the beginning of
the winter season and again when temperatures rise towards the end of the
season. The cool early November and unseasonably war~ November - early
December of 1982 could account for these trends. O'Shea (pers. comm.)
reports similar trends in numbers of animals observed during standardized
surveys at Blue Spring, a winter refuge with an established resident
population. However, the winter of 1980/81 was not characterized by
dramatic, intermittent warming trends and Valade (unpubl. data) observed the
same relationship betw~en manatee numbers and air and water temperatures as
in 1982/83. These peaks in manatee counts suggest that manatees may be using
the Jacksonville outfalls as "res t-s tops " along their seasonal north-south
migration at the beginning and end of the winter season.
Powell and Rathbun (1983) documented a similar pattern of fall/spring
use by manatees at the Crystal River Power Plant, the most northerly
industrial outfall utilized by manatees on the west coast of Florida. The
small number of manatees observed during these times at the Crystal River
power plant are presumably composed of animals traveling to and from Kings
Bay, a natural warm water refuge at the headwaters of Crystal River (Powell
and Rathbun 1983). Spring and fall use by manatees of the Hercules Power
Plant in Georgia also has been documented (Rathbun et ale 1982).
The frequency of resightings of individuals identified at the
Jacksonville sites is extremely low compared to other artificial warm water
refugia (Packard 1981, Shane 1981). Some individuals possibly were not
resighted because of the turbid water conditions and limited visibility. It
is also likely that some individuals initially identified at Kennedy or
Southside frequented the outfall of the Alton Packaging Corporation,
immediately adjacent to Kennedy. Observations during aerial reconnais~ance
flights within the period of this study verified manatee use of the Alton
Packaging Corp. effluent (six and three animals on 25 January and 9 February,
respectively) and documented manatee movement between Kennedy and Alton
(Kinnaird unpubl. data). Individuals have also been observed in the
discharges of both Kennedy and Alton Packaging Corp. during previous winters
(Valade, 1980). Even though some individuals may have been wintering at
Alton Packaging Corp., it is unlikely that the number was high. The proximity
of two warm water outfalls does not necessarily indicate that individual
manatees will frequent both sites. Shane (1981) documented very limited
movement of manatees between two power plants in Brevard County, situated
14
less than three kilometers apart. Northside Generating Station and St. Regis
Pulp and Paper Co. (Fig. 1) also discharge warm water into the St. Johns
River at Jacksonville but manatee sightings at these two outfalls are rare
(Valade, 1980).
The low frequency of multiple sightings coupled with the fact that no
individual manatees were observed consistently throughout the season, suggest
that very few manatees actually winter at the Jacksonville power plants and
that the population is composed primarily of transient individuals. The high
degree of transiency is, in turn, influenced by the low water temperatures,
preventing prolonged stays in the area by individual manatees.
It should be pointed out that although the winter population of manatees
at the Jacksonville plant sites is primarily transient, a small resident
population likely relys on these warm water discharges as winter refugia.
Three individuals showed site fidelity by returning to the plants during
different years. Therefore, these sites may play an important traditional
role (Bengtson 1981, O'Shea et al. in prep.) in annual manatee migratory
movements. Permanent shut-downs of the Jacksonville plants could therefore
have a substantial effect on manatee movements. Temporary shut-downs during
the winter would subject manatees to extremely low river water temperatures
with no nearby alternative warm water refuge.
Comparisons of photographs support Har.tman's (1974) idea that manatees
migrate to and from Jacksonv',i11e along the -8'ast coast of Florida. These
photographs have also documented some of the longest known movements for
manatees (230 and 593 km). The fact that only one match was made between
Blue Spring and Jacksonville supports Bengtson's (1981) suggestion that
manatees wintering in Blue Spring may be largely independent of the winter
population in Jacksonville. However, it is possible that some mixing of the
Blue Spring and Jacksonville winter populations occurs during the warmer
months in the vicinity of the city of Green Cove Springs and Doctors Lake,
approximately 30 km south of Jacksonville. The high aerial counts of
manatees (up to 48) in this area during the warmer months (Kinnaird 1983) may
be due to animals from Blue Spring moving north and animals from Jacksonville
moving south. Bengtson (1981) followed three radio-collared manatees from
Blue Springs to the city of Green Cove Springs during the spring of 1979. It
is uncertain whether Jacksonville animals move into this area.
Several authors have suggested that manatees along the east coast of
Florida do not form discrete subpopulations (Shane 1981, Packard 1981) Data
presented by Rathbun et al. (1983) support this idea and also indicate that
manatees along the east coast may range as far as 1500 km. Although
Jacksonville may support only a very small resident winter population of
manatees, animals ranging throughout the east coast of Florida may
temporarily rely on the power plant sites during the winter months. This
has important management implications in that any negative impacts on
manatees in the lower St. Johns River (i.e. weed centrol, river front
development, boating activities, etc.) may have far ranging effects on the
entire east coast population. for ~)(?JT1pl~,"JhE;"Jowe.r St ~Johns Ri ver.has...tt:te
second .. hi ghe.s t. Tlllmber of reporte-a' boat/bq rgE; co1Ji sian deaths in. the .staee ,
with .a disproporti onately hi gh number of these caSE;S fq11 i ng in the.adul.t
sj~ieclass LQ'Sb.~qetal..,in.I?r:~,p,J. All three warm water effluents known to
-be frequented by manatees are located in the industrial river front of
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Jacksonville, which is subjected to heavy commercial and recreational boating
activity. The shipping channel to Port Jacksonville is located on the west
side of the river where it passes almost immediately in front of the Kennedy
Generating Station and the Alton Packaging Corporation. Manatees traveling
between Southside and Kennedy or Alton are forced to maneuver from one bank
to the other through the shipping channel. Such a formidable barrier,
although impossible to alleviate completely, should not be viewed simply as a
problem of local impact, but rather one of potential regional impact. In
order to maintain an equilibrium population, manatees must maintain an
intrinsically high adult survivorship (Eberhardt 1982); a decrease in adult
survival as a result of boat collisions could contribute to a long term
population decline (O·Shea et al., in prep.).
RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
1) Draw up formal agreements between industry officials and the USFWS
Manatee Coordinator to allow continued monitoring and photographing of
individuals frequenting the Kennedy and Southside Generating Stations and
the Alton Box/Board Co. Data on the patterns of manatee use, individual
identification and site fidelity will provide a better basis for
understanding manatee winte~ abundance, habitat use and seasonal
migration patterns along the east coast of Florida. Occasional checks at
the Northside Generating Station and St. Regis Paper Company are also
necessary to see if patterns of plant use change and to gather additional
identification. .• • .
2) Establish slow speed zones in the vicinity of the Kennedy Generating
Station, Alton Packaging Corp. and the Southside Generating Station
to be effective from November to March of each year.
3) Schedule plant maintenance shut-downs during the late spring and summer
months. USFWS Manatee Coordinator should monitor any changes (potential
or otherwise) in the status of the warm water effluents and take into
consideration the possible effects on manatees.
4) Prohibit small recreational boats from entering the discharge areas
and prohibit fishing from the discharge shoreline.
5) Monitor the size and frequency and identify individuals of summer
aggregations of manatees in the Green Cove Springs/Doctors Lake vicinity.
Such data will improve our knowledge of manatee summer habitat use and
will give further insight to manatee movements.
6) Investigate the possibility of clearly marking and moving
the shipping channel during the next maintenance dredging, to the east
side of the river, away from the Alton Packaging Corporation and the
Kennedy Generating Station.
7) Investigate and encourage alternative modes of fuel delivery (i.e. rail
or truck) to the power plants.
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APPENDIX A.
Manatee counts and air and water temperatures collected for all surveys
during the study.
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TABLE 2. NU~8ER OF MANATEES COUNTED DURING SURVEYS AT THE
KENNEDY AND SOUTHSIDE GENERATING STATIONS. JACKSONVILL~.
FLORIDA. THE NUMBER OF CALVES. ENCLOSEO IN PARENTHESIS.
IS ALSO INCLUDED IN THE TOTAL NUM8ER.
-----------------------------------------.. . .*
uas DATE KFNNEDY snUTH TnTAL
1 101882 0 0 0
2 102832 5 8(2) 13
3 110282 0 0 o
4 110982 0 1 1 (4) 1 1 (4)
5 111182 4 8(2) 1 2 (J~6 111382 4 (1) ~a~ q~l7 11 1682 1 1 17 1
8 111882 2 :3 '5 1)
9 112382 10(2) 0 10(2)
10 112982 0 0 0
1 1 120182 0 0 0
12 120382 0 0 0
13 120682 0 0 0
14 120882 0 2 ?
15 121082 0 r~B 7 (2516 121582 5 (21 9 (417 121782 7(2 4
1 tH518 .l220A2 9(1}' 0
19 1221A? 1 2 3
20 122782 5 2 7
21 122982 4 0 4
22 123182 4 5 9
23 010583 1 6 7
24 0106'33 3 0 .3
25 010783 6 1 7
26 011083 5 .3 8
27 01 1283 .3 0 3
28 011483 5 0 5
29 011783 3 1 4
30 011983 3 2 5
31 012183 4 0 4
32 012483 0 0 0
33 012683 0 0 0
34 012883 3 0 3
35 013183 0 1 1
36 020283 0 0 0
37 02048:] 0 0 0
38 020783 0 0 0
39 020983 2 1 3
40 021183 2 0 2
41 021483 4 0 4
42 021683 0 0 0
43 021883 1 0 1
44 022083 0 0 0
45 022383 0 0 0
46 022683 0 1 1
47 022883 0 0 0
48 030283 I) 1 1
49 030483 0 1 1
50 030783 0 a 0
51 031083 0 0 0
52 031283 6 0 6
53 031483 3 1 4
54 031683 1 0 1
55 032283 1 0 t
56 032583 6 0 6
57 03298.1 0 1 1
58 033183 2 1 3
5~ 040583 I) I) 0
60 O(~07e3 0 I) ()
61 041283 0 0 0
62 041483 0 0 0
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TAbLE 3. MAX I MUM.. M IN IMUM. AND MEAN AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE C;(DEGREF S C) .. jACKSONV ILLE 1 NTER NA r r ONAL l\I RPORT •
--------------------------
aBS DATE MAX I ,\1UfI.l MI N I MU;~ MEAN TOTAL MANA r"'CE 5
1 1 0 1 882 24.4 13.9 19.2 0
2 1 02 eR2 23.9 9.4 16.7 13
3 110282 27.2 1 (,. 1 21.7 0
4 110982 22.2 10.0 16.1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 82 2(,.1 15.6 20.8 12
6 111332 20.6 6.7 13.6 9
7 111682 21.7 6.7 14.2 17
8 111882 25.6 16.7 21 .1 5
9 112382 26.7 11. 1 18.9 10
10 112982 27.2 18.9 23.1 0
1 1 120182 28.3 17.2 22.8 0
12 120382 27.2 16.7 21.9 0
13 120683 2 0.6 12.8 16.7 0
14 120882 18.3 14.4 16.4 2
15 121082 18.3 15.0 16.7 7
16 121582 22.8 13.3 18. 1 q
17 121782 1 1.7 0.6 6.1 1 t
18 122082 15.6 0.6 8.1 9
19 122182 17.8 0.6 9.2 3
20 122782 25.6 13.9 19.7 7
21 122982 23.9 13.9 18.9 4
22 123182 13.9 10.6 12.2 9
23 010583 12.2 6. 1 9.2 7
24 010683 16.1 2.8 9.4 3
25 010783 19.4 0.6 10.0 7
26 011083 13.<l 10.0 11 .9 8
27 011283' 9.4 0.6 5.0 3
28 01 1 483 16.1 -3.3 6.4 'S
29 011783 15.0 -3.9 5.6 4
.30 011983 9.4 -2.8 3.) 'S
31 012183 17.8 7.2 12.'3 4
32 012483 13.9 1.1 7.5 0
33 012683 16.1 0.0 8.1 0
34 012883 1 1.1 3.9 7.5 3
35 013183 22.2 7.2 14.7 1
36 020283 21.7 14.4- 18.1 0
37 020483 14.4 -0.6 6.9 0
38 020783 14.4 3.3 3.9 0
39 020983 17.8 -2.2 7.8 3
40 021183 16.7 4.4- 10.6 2
41 021483 14.4- 2.8 8.6 4
42 021683 1.<3.3 5.6 11 .9 0
43 021883 20.0 4.4- 12.2 1
44 022083 22.2 5.6 13.9 0
45 022383 20.0 9.4 14.7 0
46 022683 3.3 1 .7 s.o 1
47 022853 20.0 1 1.7 15.8 0
48 030283 25.0 6. 1 15.6 1
49 030483 25.6 8.9 17.2 1
50 0307B3 20.6 13.3 16.9 0
51 031083 17.8 4.4 1 1 • 1 0
52 031283 17.2 1.7 9.4 6
53 031483 19.4 2.8 1 1 • 1 4-
54 031683 23.3 15.0 19.2 1
55 032283 16.7 2.? 9.4 1
56 03258.3 16.7 2.2 9.4 6
'5>7 032983 19.4 3.3 11 .4 1
58 033183 18.3 8.3 13.3 3
59 040583 27.8 1 1 • 7 19.7 0
60 04078-3 27.8 16.7 22.2 a
61 04121'13 22.8 8.Q 15.1'1 0
62 041483 25.0 16.7 20 .'~ 0
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Table 4. Survey results for the Kennedy Generating Station. Jacksonville. FL.
October 1982 - April 1983. Blanks denote missing data.
a. b. c.
Ambient Main South
Survey No. of River T Dischar)e b-a Discharge c-a
Date Manatees (OC) T (OC tiT T (OC) tlTz
18 Oct 0 29.0 31.0 2.0
28 Oct 5 21:5 24.5 3.0
2 Nov 0 23.0 24.0 1.0
9 Nov 0 21.5 23.0 1.5
11 Nov 4
13 Nov 4 16.0 20.0 4.0
16 Nov 11 21.5 24.0 2.5
18 Nov 2 20.5 22.5 2.0
23 Nov 10 22.0 28.0 6.0
29 Nov 0 24.0 25.0 1.0
1 Dec 0 22.0 23.0 1.0
3 Dec 0 24.0 24.0 0.0
6 Dec 0
8 Dec 0 21.0 23.0 2.0
10 Dec 0 20.0 21.5 1.5
15 Dec 5 18.0 21.0 3.0
17 Dec 7 17.5 28.0 10.5
20 Dec 9 15.0 21.0 6.0
21 Dec 1 14.0 20.0 6.0
27 Dec 5 16.2 19.5 3.3
29 Dec 4 16.0 21.0 5.0
31 Dec 4 17.0 19.0 2.0
5 Jan 1 15.0 23.0 8.0
6 Jan 3 15.0 20.0 5.0
7 Jan 6 14.0 23.0 9.0
10 Jan 5 15.0 20.0 5.0
12 Jan 3 16.0 19.0 3.0
14 Jan 5 14.5 17.5 3.0
17 Jan 3 13.0 16.0 3.0
19 Jan 3 13.0 16.0 3.0
21 Jan 4 13.0 16.5 3.5
24 Jan 0 12.5 18.0 5.5
26 Jan 0 17.0 17.5 0.5
28 Jan 3 12.5 16.0 3.5
31 Jan 0 13.5 17.5 4.0
2 Feb 0 15.0 20.0 5.0 25.0 10.0
4 Feb 0 15.0 17.0 2.0 34.0 19.0
7 Feb 0 13.5 17.0 3.5 33.0 19.5
9 Feb 2 14.0 18.0 4.0 33.5 19.5
11 Feb 2 14.0 21.0 7.0 33.0 19.0
14 Feb 4 15.5 20.0 4.5
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Table 4. (Cont1d.)
a. b. c.
Ambient Main South
Survey No. of River T Di scharge b-a DiSChar)e c-a
Date Manatees (OC) T (0 C) 6.T T (OC 6.T z
16 Feb 0 15.5 19.0 3.5
18 Feb 1 13.5 18.0 4.5
20 Feb 0 14.0 19.0 5.0 29.5 15.5
23 Feb 0 14.5 19.5 5.0 33.5 19.0
26 Feb 0 14.5 19.5 5.0 31.0 16.5
28 Feb 0 14.5 18.0 3.5
2 Mar a 16.0 18.5 2.5
4 Mar 0 16.0 19.0 3.0
7 Mar 0 18.0 20.0 2.0 29.0 11.0
10 Mar 0 18.5 20.0 1.5 30.0 J1. 5
12 Mar 6 15.0
14 Mar 3 16.0 18.7 2.7
16 Mar 1 16.0 21.0 5.0
22 Mar 1 18.0 24.5 6.5 33.0 15.0
25' Mar 6 17.0 24.5 7.5 33.0 16.0
29 Mar 0 J7.5 21.0 3.5
31 Mar 2 18.0 20.0 2.0
5 Apr 0 23.5 27.0 3.5
7 Apr 0 21.0 26.0 5.0 31.0 10.0
12 Apr 0 22.0 26.0 4.0
14 Apr 0 22.0 26.0 4.0
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Table 5. Survey results for the Southside Generating Station,
Jacksonville, Florida, October 1982 - April 1983.
Blanks denote missing data.
a
Ambient b b-a
Survey No. of River T Discharge T t.T
Date Manatees (Oc) (Oc) (Oc)
18 Oct 0 27.0 28.5 1.5
28 Oct 8 24.0
2 Nov 0 24.0 26.0 2.0
9 Nov 11 23.0 26.0 3.0
11 Nov 8
13 Nov 5 17.0 24.0 7.0
16 Nov 6 21.0 21.0 0.0
18 Nov 3 22.0 22.0 0.0
23 Nov 0 23.0 24.0 1.0
29 Nov 0 25.0 25.0 0.0
1 Dec 0 25.0 26.0 1.0
3 Dec 0 24.0 24.0 0.0
6 Dec 0
8 Dec 2 24.0 28.0 4.0
10 Dec 7
15 Dec 4 18.0 21.0 3.0
17 Dec 4 17.0 24.0 7.0
20 Dec 0 15.0 19.0 4.0
21 Dec 2 13.0 18.0 5.0
27 Dec 2 16.5 22.0 5.5
29 Dec 0 17.0 23.0 6.0
31 Dec 5 17.5 24.0 6.5
5 Jan 6 15.0 21.0 6.0
6 Jan 0 14.5 17.0 2.5
7 Jan 1 15.0 20.0 5.0
10 Jan 3 15.0 24.5 9.5
12 Jan 0 14.5 21.0 6.5
14 Jan 0 14.0 18.0 4.0
17 Jan 1 13.0 15.3 2.3
19 Jan 2 13.5 20.0 6.5
21 Jan 0 12.5 15.5 3.0
24 Jan 0 12.8 18.5 5.7
26 Jan 0 13.0 18.5 5.5
28 Jan 0 12.5 21.0 8.5
31 Jan 1 13.5 25.0 11. 5
2 Feb 0 15.0 23.0 8.0
4 Feb 0 13.5 17.3 3.8
7 Feb 0 13.5 17 .5 4.0
9 Feb 1 13.5 18.3 4.8
11 Feb 0 14.5 20.3 5.8
14 Feb 0 12.8 20.0 7.2
16 Feb 0 13.0 21.0 8.0
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Table 5. (Cont'd.)
a
Ambient b b-a
Survey No. of Ri ver T Discharge T 6T
Date Manatees (OC) (OC) (OC)
18 Feb 0 14.0 19.0 5.0
20 Feb 0 15.0 22.3 7.3
23 Feb 0 16.0 23.5 7.5
26 Feb 1 15.0 21.6 6.6
28 Feb 0 14.5 23.0 8.5
2 Mar 1 15.0 23.5 8.5
4 Mar 1 17.0 28.0 11. 0
7 Mar a 18.0 25.7 7.7
10 Mar 0 24.5
12 Mar 0 15.0
14 Mar 1
16 Mar 0 16.0 18.0 2.0
22 Mar 0 17.5 26.0 8.5
25 Mar 0 17.0 23.5 6.5
29 Mar 1 17.5 21.0 3.5
31 Mar 1 18.0 23.0 5.0
5 Apr 0
7 Apr 0 22.0 30.0 8.0
12 Apr 0 22.0 27.0 5.0
14 Apr 0 22.0 28.0 6.0
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APPENDIX B.
Scar charts of all individually identified manatees. Where more than two
identification numbers are present, the first is a personal code used by
Valade and the following are numbers used in the Sirenia Project photo
catalogue. Where no photographs were taken or photographs were not distinct
enough for cataloging, the letters DU (distinct unknown file) are noted.
Na~ion&l Fish , Wildlife Laboratory
..12 N.I. 16t.2l kle •• 1toca 250
C&i.nuviU., Florida 32601
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UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PATrERNS
':; . Plo~. aketch all visible scars
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. .s accurate as possible, keep-
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\/ I
Condition of scar:
0 Fresh (open)
0 Recent, but healing
X Healing (white)
0 Healed
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Total number of scar patterns
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0 Fresh (open)
0 Recent, but: healing
;/ Healing (white)
0 Healed
Total length of animal
-_.-
Total numb e r' of scar patterns
ID/Field No. -vot· OtL
v
Condition of scar:
--_.-
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0 Recent, but healing
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CJ Healed
Total length of animal
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0 Recent. but healing
X Healing (white)
0 Healed
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CJ Healed
Total length of animal
Total number of scar pa tt ems
Observations by:
~/adL·'
'"Dat e .J.. 3' a(!iDb~r d'z -~ 8G-8
Comment:;'
j
National F1~h , Wildlife Laboratory
~12 N.!. 16th Aya., Room 250
CAinesvill., Florida 32601
36
UNDER PERMiT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-2~)
MANATEE SCAR PAITr.RNS
\ "
'7//I·<Y6.<
-.../
Condition of scar:
0 Fresh (open)
0 Recent. but healing
X Healing (white)
0 Healed
Total length of animal _•..-
Total number of scar patterns
ID/Field No. --:-+U-/._..J. J(.~_
--_.-
.: .. Ple:\,e sr.etch &.11 visible scars
and markings on silhouette'
.~ .' provided. Th. usc of body
reference points will aid in
analy:iDl your drawiniJ; be
as accurato as po~sible, keep-
in~ your drawin~s to scale
with tho manatee sk~tches.
Observations by:
Date
Comment:;'
"/q!3/]. -~
"/Z3/&2- «o-:
11/11/'8'1. . SlrS ------
\ \ \
J
National Fi5h a ~ildllfe Laboratory
~12 N.!. 16th AY •• , Roam 150
G&inesville, florida 52601
37
UNDER PERMiT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PAITERNS
• ": I Ple~e sxctch all visible scars
and markinzs on silhouettes
providod. The usc of body
reference points will aid in
analy:inz your drnwinasi be
as accurate as pO~5ible, keep-
ing your drawin~s to scale
with the manatee sk~tche5.
ID/Field No.
Condition of scar:
a Fresh (open)
o Recent, but healing
;( Healing (white)
a Healed
Total length of animal
Total numD~r of scar patterns
--_.-
Observations by: • •
J:$/adti~;.·
Dat e .Jcjq/112 .o-"...J.JLl.I(1.:;.,.St...-__
Comment:;"
J
National Fi~h , Wildlifo Laboratory
~12 N.!. 16th Ave., RDca 250
GAinesville, Florida 32601
38
UNDER PERM1T; PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PATTERNS
..
Plc4~o sketch ~ll visible sc&rs
and markinss on silhouettes
. providod. The use of body
reference points will aid in
analy:i~ your drawinas; be
as accurate as pos~ible, keep-
int your drawinis to scale
with the manatee sketches.
ID/Field No.
Condition of scar:
0 Fresh (open)
}t Recent, but healing
Healing (white)
0 Healed
Total length of animal
-_ ..-
Total numllcr of scar patterns
--_._-
Observations by:
J:&/8de/ -:':':".
Dat e J Ljq/..31. - SQ:'.....S"'-- _
Ccmment s : / j13/12 - SG-S
JI/J'8l~Z - KG-S
/1/'23/4-"2. -«s-~
t/~/es - k'6-S
///4/8'3~ /('6-S
j/1J'3- /CG-~
o
b.
·"
Nati~l Fi~h , ~ild11fo Laboratory
~12 N.!. 16th Ava., Room 250
GAinesville, Florida 32601
39
UNDER PERMiT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PAITERNS
. ~ , Ple~~ nkotch all visible scars
and llIukinss on silhouettes
provided. The use of body
referenco points will aid in
analy:int your drnwinis; be
as accurate a. po~sible, keep-
int your dra~in~s to scale
with the manatee sketches.
ID/Field No.
Condition of scar:
a Fresh (open)
0 Recent, but healing
;< Hea.ling (white)
0 Healed
Total length of anima.l
----
Total number of scar patterns
Observations by:
J{;/adL.:"-
Date ././////32- K~, _
Comment:>·
j!
National Fi~h , Wildlife LAboratory
~12 H.!. 16th Aye., Roam 250
GAinesville, Plorida 32601
40
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-2~)
MANATEE SCAR PA'ITERNS
-s ,
' ..
PIC&AO s~etch 411 vl~ible scars
and =4r~inIS on silhouettes
provided, Tht u.e of bo~y
reference points will aid 1n
analy:in, your drBwinl.; be
as accurate as po~sible, ~ecp­
in~ yOUT drawinis to scale
with the manatee sketches.
ID/Field No. '7/1-5 'JX;2.
V
Condition of scar:
0 Fresh (open)
0 Recent, but hea.ling
X Healing (white)
0 Healed
Total length of nnimal
_.,.-
Total nun1.1cr of scar patterns
------
Observations by:
/
-ffi/adi ":':':".
Date .JII/.ff2.. - k6-,....S~ _
Commcnt~· .
12./-Zo/82· X"6-1
1/10/Y:3 - kG-J
1//4-/s3' /(c.~
1/1'7/83 - kG-~
J
NationAl F13h ~ Wildlife Laboratory
~12 N.!. 16th Ave., Room 250
Gainesville, Plorida 32601
41 UNDER PERMiT: PRT 2-3058 (INT.2~)
MANATEE SCAR PATIEro:S
\ \
Condition of scar:
0 Fresh (open)
0 Recent, but healing
X Healing (white)
0 Healed
Total length of nnimal _•..-
Tetal number of scar patterns
--_.-
ID/Field No.
Plc~~ sketch all visible scars
and ~~kinss on silhouettes
provided. The usc of body
reference points will aid in
analy%l~ your dr~wlnl.; be
•• accurate as possible, keep-
in~ your drawin~s to scale
with the manatee sketches.
.~.
. ~ ,
0b~e~&tions by:
f
-----~
.J1;fadr2'-.:.:.:;..
Date -'LIII/.$~f1,J- ~G=......-..5_-<'
Comment:;·. ~ ~/ ee If
(CCill' !ia:> /7710U.Ci-
S~.t'I~5 oj gp.eC.c,s
";08';'; tr /1J.d3 " 0,.,
J;a.ad ).
/IIJ(,,/ $1 - Sc.s
IZ/17/?J.. - kGS
J
NationAl Fi~h ~ Wildlife Laboratory
~12 N.!. 16th Ave., Room 250
C&inesvil18, florida 32601
42
Condition of scar:
o Fresh (open)
PICAZO ~~otch all visible scars
and m~kinss on silhouettes
providod. The use of body
reference points will aid in
analytint your drawinis; be
as accurate .s possible, keep-
ing your drawin~s to scale
with the manatee sketches.
I
7//7 'rx1cr vID/Field No.
. ~ ,
•
~ Recent, but healing
Healing (white)
o Healed
Total length of animal
Total numD~r of scar patterns
/
Obs~rvations by:
.~edtZ.' ::.:.::-,
Date
Comment:;'
Z/I1j8/- AB
IO/:t.o/~Z -SS-S
11/11/82.. - &7-8
/¥Y8~ -kGS
1/'1/8:3 - j(GS
'fD/~3 - /(G-S
-~
J
NationAl Fish , Wildlife Laboratory
~l2 H.!. 16th Ave., RD~ 250
Gainesville, Florida ~2601
43
UNDER PERMiT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PAITERNS
\
-
ID/Field No.
-e-
PI till!:,) t\1~~tdl 1111 visibl e ICUI
and mnrkinss on silhouettes
provided. Th. u~e of body
reference points will aid in
analytinl your drBwini.; be
as accurate as possible, keep-
lnt your drl1winis to scale
with the manatee sk~tches.
Condition of scar:
0 Fresh (open)
Rf Recent, but healing
X Healing (white)
0 Healed
. Total length of animal
----
Total number of scar pl1 tterns
. ~ ,
Observati ens' by:
Date
Ccmmerrts : ~ wi 'Call'
"III/ ~'Z. - SGS
/0//0/82' 86-S
a}Y32- K~
/.zl/~J"Z - J(G-)
/~/20/:3'z- KG-S
j
Nati0n11 Fi3h ~ Wildlife Laboratory
~12 N.!. 16th Ave" Rooa 250
Gaincsvill" Plorids 32601
,., ..,
UNDER PERHIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-2~)
MANATEE SCAR PATII;RNS
44
J''II/
..TX/2
• -!XIO
J
scar:
o Fresh (open)
Condi t Lcn of
ID/Field No.
Plc~c 8~etch all visible SCArS
and J:lArkinl~ on Jilhoucttu
l'i"ovlded, Th. Un of LoJy
referenco points will aid in
analyz1n: your dr~winls; be
AS Accurate as po~sible, xcep-
int your dr~winis to scale
with tho manatoe sket che s .
!
I
1
,~
J
"
' ..
. ~ ;
0 Recent, but healing
Healing (white)
}1 Healed
Total length of animal
---..-
Total number of scar patterns
Observations by :
~/c}Ci(L'~;'·
Date ...1(1&/32. - .?c,~S.L.- _
Comment:,·. ): - wI C18J/ ,
:5<!e~ C'ClaV.e ~k'dU/7c/t!..
ar« r;4zp~1 VJtZ.(( ht2a(cc(
11 '1/ s3 - S6-J
:z./q/S-3 - J<G-S
:2.//1/ '3 '3 - k 6-3
/2.I/f3. /~'U:--S
j
\~
.;
"
Nation11 Fish ~ Wildlife Laboratory
~12 H.l. 16~\ Ay:., Rooa 250
C&inesvilla, Florida 32601
45
~.~
,~------
j fI/fi old No. 7/2I' it I'er O}
Condition of scar:
---_.-
Ple~a sketch Lll yi~ible -~&rS
and =~xinls on silhouettes
providod. The usc of body
reference points will aid in
analyt1nt your drnwinis; be
as accurnt~ aJ po~sible, xcep-
in~ your d, ~in~s to scale
with tho mr~atoe sketches.
0 Fresh (open)
0 necent. but healing
Healing (white)
;if Healed
Toul length of o.nimal
-"'-
Total number of scar patterns
"
, .
. -:"
Observations by:
~/a(j1!..' ~.;..
Date -lzj;oj.32... SG-:L. _
Comment:;·
. - ····46
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PATTER."lS
------
0 Fresh (open)
CJ Recent, but healing
X Healing (white)
0 Healed
Total length of animal
----
Total numl-r r of'scar patterns
National Fi~h a Wildlife Laboratory
412 N.f. 16th Ave., Room 250
Gainesvi11~, Florida 32601
Plenu l1ketch all visible scars
Illltl J1I.lldj\i~ em .1lhflou.ll~~
provided. Tho u.o of body
reference point! will did in
anairting ""'11' drnwinas; be
as accurate r~ possible, keep-
ing your dr~' ':'ngs to scale
wi '~h the ml':.atee sketches.
1D/Fitlld No. -::::7ZZZ • ..:TX11
Condition of scar:
~;
~'t
i
..'
,,'.
ObseT'vatiol15 by:
_~aa/~dJ~A'~C:2.1.J-tti.l<:-e__
Date -
.'-
'.
Comment.» .
I~/~?sz- K(J.S
.' I¥Ztl/lZ - ~u-s
1:y1;,/jZ - );:~S
fS/S3 - SG-S
/'1'13 - KG-5
,/101'83' KG$
/
~--'------- -_. ---
t
~I'. , National Fish & Wildlife Labvratory
,~;': 412 N.!. 16th Avo•• Room 250
t) ,,' Gainesville, Florida 32601
~ -.
48
IJNDiiR Pl:HHLT: rRT 2-.3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PATIERNS
Please sketch all visible scars'
and markinis on silhouettes
provided. The use of body
reference points will aid in
analy:ing your drawings; be
as accurate as possible, keep-
ing your drawings to SCAle
with the manatee sketches.
ID/Field No. 7/;7.1' TXI8
J :J'
Condition of scar:
o Fresh (open)
o Recent, but healing
Cl Healing (white)
)iO Healed
Total length of nnimal _
Total numlH.'r of scar patterns
Observations by:
/;Y:;I ., /"" "C/ (('(Cz"' _~-..~ ,_ ~
..~
Date _
comm~nt:;·.iY0 6&icn-
scarilJ "':":"
and /() !rICCi t e., oVcV-
"/or« .ser.es of
/;/7(!.ai .:5C<::lrs (5J2..e
$/ides)
/0/21/ss- sC-S'
1$"/?3 - kG-S
1/10/8'3- 1(6-$
1;4/eY3' liGS
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PATIERNS
49
~ ..
--~._--
National Fish &Wildlife Laboratory
~12 N.I. 16th Ave •• Room 250
Gaine~yil1~, Florida 32601
PleQ~e sketch all visible scars-
and markint5 on silhouettes
provided. The usc of body
refer~nc~ points will aid in
analy%inL your dr~wini'j be
AS accurnt~ as possible, keep-
ing your ~rawings to scale
with th~ manatee sketches.
0 Frc:~ (open)
0 P.ecent, but healing
l:~a.lin;.: (white)
0 Healed
Total length of animal
!:J/Fie1d No. 7/24, 7«(r
J ....J
Condition of scnr: i7~
," Total numuer of scar pat t erru,
;'-~....
-,'
. ~ ,
~'\ 1
- .
" observe ti ens by:
Date
: •• _1.,
J(;/l/lCJ/;d!-Ma,,-,dz__- e
.,.J
Comment s .
.: 1Z/1.18'1. -KG-S
I)/ZQ/32 - I(G-S
Iz.j:Jj3'1. - K~S
0'4/73' KG-S
!/q/is - sc: S
I!-. :',h ?,- K. G-5
/ / I
I I --~
\
/
--------_._--- ----------.. _.' ---------_._-_. - ._-
----------- ........._....
~
~. National Fi~h • Wildlife Laboratory
• 412 H.il. 16U .8.xe., JloOSI 250
" r~~e~yill., 'lcri~~ S2601
'h -: ,.
'•.1 1 ~, P10:,,:\e .sketch all visible !leu's
". ..~ n~Hn:' on silhouettes
"I,.' .' rr."ovided. TIl" use ot body
j:' r~!cTenc. points will aid 1n
.":-; Mal/tint YC'..1%' drlnr1n: IS; be
., as accurate ;. po~sible, kcop-
;1 inS; your dra~" :;s to scale
J i. wi ~h the manp' _c sketches .
<;
ID 'F~. ...ld No. 7125 . rtl']
......r v
Cvndition of scar:
50
if'
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PATITRNS
Observntions by:
0.ccoydjfi/CUZ,l'--1l_
Date *ys-o .la;..S, _
Comment5', 1../lj8'i· AS
3/0/30 - ~:G-S
J
1~ \ ~ ----
- --_ ..- ~- -_.- - ---- -
I
I
UNDER PERMIT; PRT 2-3058 (INT-2A)
MANATEE SCAR PA1'TERNS
51
o Fresh (open)
Condition of scar:
ID/rield No.
j
~ NIl.t1on.a.l Fish' Wildlife LAboratory
•..• 1,12 N.!. 16~ /.:ro., no<= 250
"i!," C,",ineSYill. , ~lcr1da 32601
~,;; ~·'rl'O."_"" skotch all visible sca.r:s C'. ~~.. ~.
'., - r,na T"".r~in::~ en .1lhouCtttes . c!)
,,4: ,'prOYidcd. Th~ us e of body .. ,~fv
'~~;', reference ~ii1U will aid in .,' ,
.:: an!l.lr%',~ j"cur drllwin:ts; be
" ~, ~ecu=&tc a' po~sible, keep-
; I injt your dra,,' ;.n&s to seale
with the ~~nctoe s~etcnes.
o Recent, but healing
Healing (""hite)
tf Healed - C'y
Total length of nnimal
Total ntmlbt'r of scar patterns
---,<;'
OLservntions by:
~/acl£-::':':'~'
Date .Lt//~!SO -AL./8:..- _
Comment:", •
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-2~)
MANATEE SCAR PAITtRNS
52
ID/Field No. '7/2'1' d4
v
Condition of scar:
o Fresh (open)
/',
National Fish , ~ildl1f. Laboratory
412 N.t. Ht.'I. AYo, * noaa 150
CAine~vill~, Florida ~Z601L ,'-
PlolU!' sketch all visible .!lCUS
&Dd ~~r.int! on ,11hauett.~
povidod. Th~ u:.: of body
Te!orenc~ points will aid in
an41yti~~ your dT~wlni~; be
~J nccuratr ~s po~:ibleJ koop-
ing your d; :ngs to Jc&le
w~th th~ -~natee sketch~s.
:"
·.. \
o Recent, but healing
;X Healing (white)/;/es/7Y .~Q(()((/rZ«
o llealed
Total length of nnimal ~~.'.__
Total number of scar patterns
I
- ---.'_.
.. ~
-._---
Observntions by:
-f:{(&7k-~!:.
Oat: ~f/J'/' ~-=' dB..-
Corr.men t5 " (!Cltt -'(9C(!om;:;anvi:,y
eo ca I;a~ no ¥rrU'/? t"
SCars. call" I~ e/aC7/7..
a,~(!~.)t ,.)~r..(!.
53
N~tional F15h ~ Wildlife Laboratory
412 N.n. l~th Avo., P~om 250
G~inosyill~, Flori~~ 32601
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR PATTER~S
/
0 Fresh (oren)
0 Recent, but healing
Hcn Li.ng (white)
~ Healed
Total l~n~th of nnimal,-_.-
Toul numl-e r of scar :,"tte1-ns
Plcn~~ sketch all viJible scar~'
81'C ~"l:rkings en silhouettes
provideo. Th~ us~ of body
reference point' will aid in
analy1.1ng ) '.II' drn~ing,; be
as accurate '5 po~siblc, keep-
ing your dr-.idn&s to scal e
with the ~anatee sketches .
• J/Fiehl No. Jill. . 7,X2CJ
.....J
Conditicn of scar:
Obs erva c i on s bv :
~c:7 ..dl'! .' : "',:~,
_-Idle U~ __ •
----<:'
/
-----
--~
.
~--~---_.-
a
--
1/14/83 - K.Cr5
,/n/J3 . co- j
/ . 1 ..... Ur)I / (... . ) .. r i :»/ 1/ V, .~
2//41 8'3 - k'C-S
Comr.'~>nt:; .
j~t-J81-Af3
tjS/"!"3'~
/10/3'3 - k.::. ~
,11,,/ '-; -:1 - ~G-SI..... v';
Date
-----_._---------
.;
J':
~. ~. N8.'tional Fbh a Wildlifo Laboratory
:';i~ ", 412 N.!. 16th /\'VfJ •• R.oom 250
Cainesvil1o, Florida 32601
54
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
I
MANATEE SCAR PA'ITERNS
, .. ~
....
Ple~~~ Dk~t~~ All viAible _CArs
end r~~xin~' on silhouettes
provided, ~~ u~o of body
r~ferencn points will aid in
e.n~ly%ing y,_'.:- drl1winasj be
as ~~~u=ato a: ~ossible, keep-
in~ ),our draw" &5 to scale
with the ",~·',~toe sketches,
'T" 'i.dd No. 7/24 · TX2iJ v I
Condition of scnr:
0 Fresh (open)
0 Recent, but healing
l~=r.ling (white)
0 Healed
Totnl l,=,~gth of nnirna1
-
----
Totd numler of scar p:ttterns
t
Observations b)':
-f!nl7cJ/~}~<-~1e- ~
Date .J-z/iyn.·,,(G:......s _
Commc nt s : '
ly1./?/5'2- kG-S
JZpl/SZ' /(G ~
!/o/S-3- Kc;.S
/1/,yrs- /(6-.5
1./C?/?3' KC'-)
·~_t
---~_._-- .-- - -----_. --
55
National Fi~h a Wildlifo Laboratory
, 412 N.n. 16th Avo., Room 250
Gninesvill~, PloridA 32501
UNDER PER~IT: PRT 2-3058 (I~rr-24)
MANATEE SCAR PATTE~1S
'/
'.
I'1"t"~1) sketch all vi~ili1e 5C1U"S'
~~d m~~kinrrs on 5ilh~·~tte5
pr~vidod. Tho uso G: body
r~fer:::1r;1'! point' will aid in
an~l)':dn: )',"- drl\"in~s; be
as t'.CCU~l.lto t .. :",ossible, keep-
ing rour draw:' .gs to SC31e
with ~he r~n~toe sr.ztches.
F "'icld No. --:tL30 . /1«.
.......
Condition of scnr:
0 I'resl1 (open)
0 Recent, but healing
j Her.ling (white)
0 H-:~lcd
Tot::.l lenr.~h of an:"ma.l
-----
Total n\.'!:lb<:,r of sc:n" patterns
I .'
\
._---------------
a ----....-c->.~ ~ ~-~~---_.--
~'. ,
' ..
N~tional Fish &Wildlife Laboratory
412 N.!. 16th Ave., Ro01ll 250
G~incsvilloJ Floridn 32501
56
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-21)
. /'- .
MANATEE SCAR PATIERNS
J'le~'! sketch r.ll visible SCaI'S'
and ~~~i~g~ en !11houette3
provided. Tho usc of body
r~f~rer.co f~ints will aid in
analyt1ng your '-~wi~es; be
as accurnt e 115 r ~:tble J keep-
in~ your dr~winr :0 sc~le
with the r,an~t~e s~etch~s.
F' aId No. ~?I ....z;.r I(
Jndition of scar:
0 Fresh (open)
CJ ltcc errt , b·· .. he a l Lng
\/ l!cc.1ing (white)/'\
0 Healed
Total len~th of nni'1\al
---
Tott'.l numlcr of sca.r p:\tt~ms
• •
------
Obs crv a r.i OIlS by :
/
_la/c?('j(2..
Date
COTi,~fnt.:; .
£/?/l3 -,I:(rr s
2/11/;;3'· k·~.g
/17 t e/7.5t2 wl7lt~
o {1 r:1:j'? 0 17 t~.J.?/
OOC'/ /iyy)~" /-1-
!;Cl7d CO.'"/'(!,'- -r
<S/Ide <«).
---_.. _-_ .. ---_._---_ ..
National Fi~h ~ ~ild11fe Laboratory
~12 N.~. 16ta Aye., Roan 150
GtiDcsvillc. Plorid~ ~:601
UNDER PERMiT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-24)
MANATEE SCAR p.....n ..CR.':$
sre,!, tJ~(h5
.;
'-
/~.
-)-:J-J-ll!. J
57
",,;',dition of scar:
IT''.':-iold No.
Plcr~~ s\~tch ~ll vi,iblo !cars
~~d ~~~in:3 on s11houett~'
r~oYid:1. Th~ UJC of body
~e[crenc' point3 ~tl1 aid in
lualydnz ;our drr":ing'~ j bo
AS ~ccu=nto ~ Fo~~ible, ~oep­
:~~ your drc' Ings to sc~10
with tho llla,. ... toe sx e t ches .
I.
J
--- .<,
Observntion~ by:
_ ~IciaJ!..:'··
Date /o /~'f(/g~- S'fZS
- .z'(_ '7 ~:""-'---
Cor.::ncnt:;:, 170 ?/?d tos,
J
Nat1~1 Fi~h 4 Wildlifo Laboratory
~J2 N.D. 1~~~ Ayo., Rooa 750
G~inc~villr, f!cr1dA 52601
58
UNDER PERMIT: PRT 2-3058 (INT-2~)
MANATEE SCAR PATrrR..':S
~~..----~.
. ,: rlollu nke t ch ..11 vl.1IJlo sC-..H
ILnd ::l.-:.rkin=~ on silhouetttl3
providod. Tht u.o of body
referenco point' will aid in
I.na1y:dm: your dr(\ltin~p; bo
~s accur~t_ ~J po~~ible, xoop-
int your dr tn~; to scalo
with the Ma" ~toe sk~tches.
ID/';;;' ":ld No. n"/?c. /ldL4LV s'4kL
V
Condition of jcnr:
0 Fresh (open)
0 Recent, but h,:a.lin&
Healing (.....hite)
If r:caled
Total 1cnl::th of nnimlll
_•..-
Total numb e r of scar patterns
__1_._-
Observations by:
J::;aCl' e: ~ ...:.....
Date J-y'yYZ
Comrr.cnt.:;·. ':F ~ wi
••
:1/oj.; . ~I~t~.on=-l F.~!h ~ l'fildlifo lAborat0I')'r .... ~1~ N.:"'. li)til Av'l •• r~om 250
f,; ;' G:,J,,::1~~yill~. Flo:,i,!:l 32501
~~ ~
UNDER PERl-fIT: PRT 2-3058 (HiT-Z')
MANATI;E SeNl. PATIEro:S
rl~-..-,:, ::b"'":-::\ nll v1::ib10 !:C-.::"S
nn'.: ro:~.:r~-:.i:l:::l en =11!:.~J/:tte~
p:r~yj.t·~(L TIl., uno ex bt:'dy
r~f~r~~:" R~:_~~ wi:l ~ld in
... ., ... J'·-ln .. ')'~'" . "'in"~' be
..... ~4:. "J'>. 't. '" >oAA - " lW-'
~~ ::cu=~t~ r~ pc "~le, keep-
i~': :~~~ dr~wing~ .i sc~lc
~' ..~.~;" ~~:~ :- .. -:,.. .. ~ .3k·~~C;i~::i.
~~~'1
----> .'---'~. -)
C.Z r~:.':...:.l
---_ .._-
O:';::::,':-otj':ns by:
/J~"'I""';"/1'~' )
__ _.'';:'" iC. --.: ~ .__
/ l", /,~ - I--"~--JI . './1 c..., • , -
........ '., ~"40..
/~~--------/ C-/...
..'--.._-
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